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Why leap years exist [app.meltwater.com]

But sometimes these cycles don’t sync up. If the sea worms didn’t show up at the usual lunar cycle period, the Trobrianers would say that the...
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Approaching New Consciousnesses: A Conversation with Genese Grill [app.meltwater.com]

Musil, in translation, at a reading given by Burton Pike at CUNY Graduate Center. It was the passage from The Man...
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Can Mike Bloomberg Buy The Presidency?  
[app.meltwater.com]

"His critics would say that the most undemocratic things about him were the way he used the police department to shut down the protests around...

For Richer Or... Richer  
[app.meltwater.com]

The economist Branko Milanovic, a Presidential Professor at The Graduate Center, CUNY, discusses how men are now marrying women of much higher...

'Stop And Frisk' Follows Bloomberg From NYC To Presidential Campaign  
[app.meltwater.com]

John Mollenkopf, a political scientist at The Graduate Center, CUNY discusses Bloomberg's efficiency as mayor of New York City
A New York Issue That Unites Landlords and the N.A.A.C.P. [app.meltwater.com]

"Political Science 101 would tell you that people are much more likely to mobilize around a concentrated threat than they are around a small...

Mapping Wikipedia [app.meltwater.com]

Professor of Media Culture at the College of Staten Island and Doctoral Faculty at the CUNY Graduate Center. They...

Photoshop turns 30 [app.meltwater.com]

Lev Manovich, a computer science professor at The Graduate Center, CUNY reflects on how Photo Shop, at its 30 anniversary, changed social media....

Antidotes to Gentrification Plans for
democratized, affordable housing. [app.meltwater.com]

Samuel Stein, a doctoral student at City University of New York whose work focuses on urban planning and gentrification, takes on that question...

Michael Bloomberg unveils ‘progressive’ higher education plan [app.meltwater.com]

"David Bloomfield, professor of education law, Brooklyn College and CUNY Graduate Center As is typical of Bloomberg......."

‘Congress at War’ and ‘When It Was Grand’ Review: The Great Emancipators [app.meltwater.com]

Book review by Distinguished Professor David Reynolds, who teaches at The Graduate Center, CUNY, is the author of “John Brown, Abolitionist,”...
This edition: Black Coral, Ecuadorian expedition, and Worlds Beyond Earth! [app.meltwater.com]

Tony Ro, PhD Presidential Professor in Psychology of The Graduate Center, CUNY, discusses his research on synesthesia.

Why Is Nevada’s Most Powerful Union Turning on Bernie Sanders? [app.meltwater.com]

Opinion editorial by Luke Elliott-Negri, active in the labor movement and is a PhD student in sociology at The Graduate Center, CUNY.

What Is A Banana Republic? [app.meltwater.com]

John Torpey is the Presidential Professor of Sociology and History and Director of the Ralph Bunche Institute for International Studies at the...
13 Costly Mistakes To Avoid When Developing Wearable Apps

a continuous commitment to improvement. - Elaine Montilla, The Graduate Center, CUNY

5. Overinvesting In Hardware Early.....

Counting Wisconsin: What You Should Know About The 2020 Census

an interactive map developed by the CUNY Mapping Service at the City University of New York's Graduate Center....

Research Identifies New Strategies to Reduce Undercount of Young Children in U.S. 2020 Census

The tract-level maps below show the undercount risk for children under age 5 in 12 large U.S. counties and cities. Each map is accompanied by...
Detroit has a lot riding on 2020 Census. Can enlisting neighbors boost count? [app.meltwater.com]

Yorkshire Woods is considered a “hard to count” based on analysis of 2010 Census data by The Graduate Center of the City University of New York....

Prepping to Teach at a Community College [app.meltwater.com]

and in broadening the kinds of work [the doctoral students] do," Rogers says. The CUNY Graduate Center has ramped up its......

Trump’s likely impeachment acquittal shows just how much the Constitution has decayed [app.meltwater.com]

– The Graduate Center, CUNY Christopher Putney is a graduate student in American political development and political...
Krugman Not Worried About Democratic Candidates, Says Fed Functioning Well
Krugman, distinguished professor of economics at the Graduate Center, City University of New York, discusses the 2020...

Editorial: Whose water is being carried by Trump's latest environmental rollback?
Peter Groffman, a professor with the City University of New York’s Advanced Science Research Center. As it has with respect to air......
A arte do real: desinformação e democracia, por Katherine Cross

pizza, trans-latina e pastora amadora, trabalhando em seu doutorado no CUNY Graduate Center. Seu blog pode ser encontrado......

Bloomberg: Mayor of Luxury City

. Tom Angotti is Professor Emeritus of Urban Policy and Planning at Hunter College and the Graduate Center, City University...

Paul Krugman returns to the Northshire

a distinguished professor of economics at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, and Centenary Professor......
Inundados, con derrumbes y bloqueados

bloqueos para tomar cartas en el asunto. * Candidato a doctor en Sociología en el CUNY Graduate Center. 906649...

An Open Letter From University Faculty and Staff Against Campus Facial Recognition

Rosalind Petchesky, Hunter College & the Graduate Center, City University of New York, Distinguished Professor Emerita...

Honens International Piano Competition winner to perform in Langley

wanted to do in life.” He is now in pursuit of his doctorate at the CUNY Graduate Center, holding the Graduate Center...
When Public Housing is Erased
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A Betrayal Retrieved: Mario Tronti’s Critique of the Political
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An Open Letter From Educators Concerned About Student Debt
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An Open Letter From Educators Concerned About Student Debt
Republican Cynicism May Win Trump Re-election

Opinion editorial by Paul Krugman who is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel...

Have Zombies Eaten Bloomberg’s and Buttigieg’s Brains?

Opinion editorial by Paul Krugman who is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel...

Bernie Sanders Isn’t a Socialist

Opinion editorial by Paul Krugman who is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel...
How Trump Got Trickled Down

Opinion editorial by Paul Krugman who is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel...

The Triumph of Fiscal Hypocrisy

Opinion editorial by Paul Krugman who is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel...

How Zombies Ate the G.O.P.’s Soul

Opinion editorial by Paul Krugman who is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel...
Ultra-gentle soft robotic fingers induce minimal transcriptomic response in a fragile marine animal [app.meltwater.com]

Corresponding Author is David F. Gruber Sackler Institute for Comparative Genomics, American Museum of Natural History, New York, NY 10024, USA Baruch...

2020's Hardest-Working Cities in America – WalletHub Study [app.meltwater.com]

hours and vacations/paid time off," said Lise Saari, PhD, City University of New York. "Some European countries mandate...

Commuters With Disabilities Dreading Cap On Unlimited Ride Experiment [app.meltwater.com]

$15 up to four trips a day, according to calculations by CUNY graduate student Jessica Murray, and Jennifer
Van Dyck,...

**On Contact: Collapse of Weimar Germany with Benjamin Hett [app.meltwater.com]**

Hett is professor of history at Hunter College and the Graduate Center of the City University of New York; his new book......

**The Boston Globe [bostonglobe.com] • Bianca Vázquez Toness • Feb 22 04:42 pm**

The ‘sacred cow’ of Boston’s education landscape [app.meltwater.com]

” said David Bloomfield, an education professor at Brooklyn College and the CUNY Graduate Center. “And he’s backed down......

**Sociologist Examines Gendered Racism from the Perspective of Attorneys [app.meltwater.com]**
Center for the Study of Women and Society at the City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center hosted a...

Stop-and-frisk under Michael Bloomberg led more black students to drop out, study shows [app.meltwater.com]

graduation and college attendance. Carla Shedd, a sociologist at the CUNY Graduate Center, has studied how...

Museum of Fine Arts Boston appoints new Contemporary Curatorial Assistants [app.meltwater.com]

and community outreach efforts. Lennard is a Ph.D. candidate at The Graduate Center, City University of New York with a......

Episode 123: Graham Priest discusses
Buddhist metaphysics [app.meltwater.com]

, Matt Teichman and Henry Curtis talk to Graham Priest (CUNY Graduate Center) about the philosophical foundations of...

MFA Boston Appoints New Curatorial Assistants [app.meltwater.com]

of contemporary art. Lennard is a Ph.D. candidate at the Graduate Center at the City University of New York. She...

Science isn't a boys' club anymore—it's time for women in STEM to get the recognition they deserve [app.meltwater.com]

interests and choices." Melina Giakoumis, a PhD candidate at the City University of New York, saw these gender...
Improving Eyewitness Identification Key to Protecting Innocent People [app.meltwater.com]

Margaret Bull Kovera, PhD, John Jay College and the Graduate Center, City University of New York; Neil Brewer,

LAST TEACHER STANDING IS GOING IT ALONE IN FEDERAL RACISM SUIT AGAINST DOE [app.meltwater.com]

John Flanagan 35, changed the course of his career following his exit from Pan American and is now pursuing a doctorate in Spanish linguistics...

Forget Impeachment -- All Politicians Should Be Revocable [app.meltwater.com]

Cozzarelli is on the editorial board of Left Voice and is a City University of New York graduate student. More by this...